
Big Ideas Concepts Skills Assessments Activities

Polynomial Find the domain and range for each type of function application based problems
review problems and open 
ended writing prompts

Absolute Value Perform translations and dilations of functions common assessments

Radical Perform operations with expressions and composition with functions

Rational Solve equations/systems and find solutions graphically and numerically
Apply the factor theorem, the remainder theorem, and the rational roots theorem, 
including application problems

Exponential *DesCartes' Rule of Signs, upper and lower bounds, DeMoivre's Theorem

Logarithmic Find inverses of invertible functions and relate the graph of a function to the graph of its inverse

Piece-Wise Defined Use exponential and logarithmic functions to solve exponential growth and decay problems

application based problems

Perform translations and dilations of functions common assessments

Express angles in both degrees and radians

Find the domain and range for each type of function

Unit circle Define the six trigonometric functions in terms of right triangles and the unit circle
Radians Algebraically manipulate trigonometric expressions using fundamental trigonometric identities
Trigonometric function 
graphs * Derivation of formulas and identities

Trigonometric identities Solve trigonometric equations and solve problems by applying trigonometry

Polar/Parametric Define inverse trigonometric functions and identify their domains, ranges, and graphs

Represent vectors graphically and in both polar coordinates and rectangular coordinates

Perform basic operations with vectors

Parabolas Perform translations and dilations of functions application based problems
circle Find the domain and range for each type of function common assessments
hyperbola Define and graph conic sections
ellipse Solve equations/systems and find solutions graphically and numerically

* Rotate conics around their center
application based problems
common assessments

Arithmetic Develop and use formulas for arithmetic and geometric series
Geometric Find partial sums and sums of convergent infinite series
Infinite geometric Express series using sigma notation
Sigma notation *Use mathematical induction to prove fundamental formulas for sequence and series
Mathematical induction * Binomial theorem

OVERARCHING MATHEMATICAL PROCESSES
(incorporated throughout the curriculum)

Connections
*Denotes Concepts Covered in Honors Pre-Calculus Only Communication

Problem Solving
Reasoning

Multiple Representations

PreCalculus

How can you analyze functions 
using verbal, numeric, algebraic, 

and graphic representations?

Fundamental 
Functions

Essential Questions

How can we use sequences and 
series to model and analyze real-

world situations?

Sequences and 
Series

Trigonometric 
Functions

How do you extend your 
knowledge of trigonometry 

through use of the unit circle?

Conics
How can you analyze and apply 

conics using v.n.a.g. 
representations?


